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Abstract
Iran has been involved in many wars throughout its ancient history, a vivid example is the Iran-Iraq war. This
imposed war was ongoing during September 1980 – August 1988 (Mohsenian, 2008). ).The main goal of this
study was to investigate differences depression and PTSD symptoms in veterans who participated in the IranIraq compared to community sample. The objectives of this research were: 1.Comparing depression in
soldiers who are PTSD patients and ordinary people. 2. Comparing PTSD symptoms in soldiers and ordinary
people. The research hypotheses were formulated according to the defined objectives. The statistical
population included the Iran-Iraq war veterans and the ordinary male individuals within the age range of 25-50
residing in Tehran. . The data analysis for present research was down descriptively. The Foundation of
Martyrs and Veterans’ Affairs of the city of Tehran permitted the researcher to select the statistical samples
through the families of martyrs and veterans in person. The related questionnaires were handed in to the
testees in person. The research objectives and nondisclosure of information were explained to the testees
prior to distribution of the questionnaire. The data was collected using a PTSD checklist by Weathers, Litz,
Herman, Huska, Kean etal (1993) and the Beck depression inventory. The multivariate effect indicates a
significant difference between the depression and PTSD in war veterans and ordinary individuals aged 25-50.
Depression and PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans it was higher compared to ordinary individuals.
Keywords: Veterans, PTSD, Depression
1. Introduction
Iran has been involved in many wars throughout its ancient history and Iranians have been Subject to the results of war
damage. A vivid example which readily comes to mind is the Iran-Iraq War. This imposed war was ongoing during
September 1980 – August 1988 (Mohsenian, 2008).Great wars and their many victims did not bring about peace and
mental security for humanity, rather they led to mental hospitals being full of patients whose number increased every day
as more and more war veterans were being diagnosed with mental illnesses and disorders. In other words, one cannot
ignore the direct and indirect outcomes of war on society although it has for long been over. Some of the negative
outcomes of this war include many war veterans becoming martyred with so many getting wounded in action; To name
some of the negative effects of war veterans, one can make mention of Post-traumatic Stress Disorder and the resultant
depression in war veterans.
2. Statement of the Problem
Post-traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a psychiatric disorder caused by traumatic events Such as wars. This illness is
considered to be a chronic anxiety disorder caused in response to one or more pathogenic stimuli. The disorder can be
diagnosed as a result of re-experiencing symptoms and avoidance or emotional numbing and increased arousal which
can cause significant clinical stress or performance disorder (Beck and Clark, 2010).
As stated in the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013), PTSD is classified under anxiety disorders and is known as a post-traumatic stress disorder. In this
type of disorder, illness symptoms occur as a result of atraumatic event and normally go beyond the tolerance of human
being. The stimuli causing this syndrome lead to restlessness symptoms.
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Mental traumatic events which may cause this syndrome include: war, flood, earthquake, car Accidents, bombardment,
terror or living in concentration camps the possible reactions of the patient to these events include: excessive fear,
helplessness or fright. Therefore, the individual constantly avoids facing the stimuli which are somehow related to the
damage. The individual usually makes a conscious effort to refrain from the thoughts, feelings or conversations about
damaging events as well as activities, situations or individuals who bring back memories of that event. This act of
avoidance may include any of the following: amnesia when it comes to an important aspect of the damaging event, a
substantial decrease in participation in important activities, a lethargic feeling or hatred towards other people, limited
scope of emotions, and a feeling that death is proximate. All of these symptoms are similar to the symptoms of
depression. In line with this, some scholars have pointed out the similarities between PTSD and two other psychiatric
disorders, i.e. major depressive disorder and panic disorder (ibid).
3. Review of Empirical Literature (research background)
PTSD is one of the very few psychiatric disorders defined based on causes. In fact, the this Disorder is not caused unless
a stressor (harm*) is at work. Nonetheless, harmful event does not Suffice for diagnosis and many people who undergo
stress, do not develop a disorder. Most probably, there is an interaction between the event and the victim. PTSD
symptoms are affected by the degree of significance the victim attaches to the stressor. That is, how fearful the stressor
seems to the victim truly matters. There is no direct relationship between severity of the stressor and PTSD symptoms.
Those individuals are more prone to developing PTSD who feel nobody supports them or are featured with timidity,
shyness, or feeling of guilt. PTSD has to be studied by taking some factors into consideration such as: biological
condition, psychological and social factors prior to the harm, the specifications of the stressor, the time and place of the
event, situational factors, personal features and the post-trauma conditions. Furthermore, the mental significance of the
stressor is also of importance. The survivors of a traumatic event may feel guilty and PTSD can make them prone to
depression or even augment stress (Ya'qubi, 2011).
According to the results of a research conducted by Shafiee Kamalabadi et al. (2014), titled “An investigation into PTSD
and its coexistence with Personality Disorder among war veterans in Tehran", 39% percent of war veterans suffer from
PTSD. If the wounded in action suffer from partial disability of less than 25% and his/her university degree is higher than
Bachelor’s degree, Then they are less likely to be afflicted with this disorder. The Borderline Personality Disorder is
Recognized as the most common personality disorder accompanied with PTSD among the war Veterans (who also suffer
from PTSD); i.e. some 17/9% of the war veterans who suffer from PTSD also suffer from Borderline Personality Disorder
while 4.8% of those who have not been diagnosed with PTSD suffer from Borderline Personality Disorder. The frequency
of Avoidant Personality Disorder was 10% as compared to 2%. Nonetheless, depression had not been studied in their
research.
Another study by Zargar et al. (2011) titled "an investigation into mental health of Iranian War veterans: 30 years later"
found that nearly 50% of the former war veterans suffer today from Mental disorders such as depression, anxiety,
obsession (OCD), aggressive behavior, phobia, Psychosis and other mental disorders. However, the study does not
specifically refer to PTSD.
Mohammadkhani et al. (2007) conducted a research on symptoms of PTSD and resultant depression, anxiety, anger and
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) based on sexual segregation of two groups of male and female adolescents who
were victims of Bam earthquake compared them to normal Tehrani adolescents. The findings indicate that more
symptoms associated with depression, anxiety, anger and DID can be seen in the group of adolescents who have
experienced traumatic events as compared to normal adolescents. As for the group diagnosed with PTSD, the female
population. reportedly indicated all the symptoms of PTSD (except for anger)on a higher level compared to the male
population; However, when PTSD symptoms (those truly symptomatic of illness, not based on the mean of all the points)
were studied for both genders, it was revealed that the male population reportedly revealed more symptoms compared to
the female population. Although the difference was not significant, at least it showed that girls do not become diagnosed
with PTSD any more than boys. In fact, the factor that causes frequency of PTSD symptoms in girls to be more compared
to boys is pertinent to dominant patterns of sexual roles. Nonetheless, the frequency of PTSD in the test group was 20%.
According to the available literature, no research has to date studies both PTSD and depression in Iran-Iraq war
veterans. Therefore, the significance of the proposed research is justified.
4 .Theoretical review of literature
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Depression is a natural response to the pressures of life stemming from internal conflicts or in reaction to an external
factor. Depression is an illness which causes changes in mood, behavior, thoughts, perceptions, and physiological
performance; It is considered to be abnormal and is recognized as a disorder when its severity does not match the
causing event. Different studies show that minor mood swings are on the same continuum just like more severe
disorders; i.e. the difference lies in severity rather than the type. These results have been acknowledged in other large
scale research related to this issue. Nonetheless, these mood disorders differ in their revealing symptoms. Thus, unipolar
and bipolar disorders have different micro-types While the causal factors and treatment of these micro-types is somewhat
different. In fact, periods of depression are obviously the most common grounding reason leading to suicide (James et al.,
2010).
Sadness, despondency and hopelessness about future are familiar feelings for most people. When we feel depressed,
we also feel unhappy. However, the feeling normally wears off soon and after a few days/weeks or once it reaches a
certain level of severity, it automatically wears off. In fact, mild and short-term depression may be natural and adaptable
in the long run. It so appears that depression is mainly a result of facing fearful limiting thoughts and feelings the
individual usually avoids. It is usually expected to see normal depression in people who experience unpleasant events
such as interpersonal problems or financial failures (James et al., 2010).
Depression is an illness with mood swings as its primary and main feature; it includes a range of feelings from sadness
caused by a mild hopelessness to severe frustration (fluctuations are possible). This noticeable change in behavior
causes altered viewpoints, insights, thoughts, opinions and physiological performance. Depression may exist as a
symptom of many mental or physical illnesses and function as a secondary part on a clinical manifestation. Depression
can also be a natural feeling indicative of helplessness. Depression affects the entire body organism; it also affects all
aspects of individual’s life. The main symptom of depression is feeling uninterested about commonly enjoyable daily
activities such as socializing, doing sports or leisure activities and eating food. All in all, depression depends on its
symptoms and their gravity. In cases of mild depressions, a few symptoms are present. The most important symptom is
failure to gain pleasure from things which used to be pleasurable for the individual before. Food loses its taste, sexual
activity loses its appeal, working becomes boring, and the once significant socializing activities become meaningless
(Moosavi et al., 2007). Normal types of depressions are almost always caused by stress. Two relatively common
symptoms of depression are taken into account here: symptoms which are not normally considered mood disorders,
except for the cases where they become abnormally severe or lengthy (Hashemi, 2011).
However, clinical depression (where the individual does not feel pleasure but experiences hopelessness) has other
symptoms as follows: helplessness, reduced self-esteem, thought distraction, masochism, complaining about pain,
breathing problems, digestive problems, headaches and physical problems. Other distinctive symptoms include: loss of
appetite, loss of weight, insomnia, fear, and sleeping disorders (e.g. waking up early), reduced energy, fatigue, lack of
attention to daily chores and loss of interest in sex, feeling guilty, suicidal thoughts and masochism. To sum up,
depressed people mention that their brains are faulty. They fear that they may lose their senses or control over their
feelings (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 2013).
Although there seems to be an obvious cause and effect relation between a stressful event and emergence of disorder, it
is impossible to explain emergence of disorders like depression, Anxiety and PTSD. Although any trauma could affect
individuals to different extents, such disorders are caused in few people. Researchers state three factors in their attempt
to explain the causes of such disorders in some individuals: childhood experiences, personality type, and social support
(Alipoor, 2007).
In addition, any type of disability can function as a source of mental pressure leading to depression. Obviously, a disabled
family member with chronic disabilities can impact the family unity and bring about further mental and sociological
disorders (Islaminasab, 2013). The most recent widespread cognitive results from research about simultaneous
occurrence of a number of disorders indicate that prevalence of Major Depressive Disorder (MDD) also known as
unipolar depression is 17% (the rate of 12month prevalence is almost 7%) in a lifetime span (Roussis and Wells, 2006).
Furthermore, the rate of unipolar depression is by far higher in women (almost 2 to 1) as is the case with most anxiety
disorders (James et al, 2010). Thus, emphasis on diagnosing different disorders and providing opportunities for learning
about simultaneous occurrence of disorders can lead to changes to the external layers from a clinical perspective
(clinic/practice). Nonetheless, the question remains: Are depression and PTSD different in those Iranian war veterans
who have been diagnosed with PTSD? The proposed study is meant to answer this question
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5 .Depression
Depression is used to refer to a special state of feeling, reaction in a given situation and a behaviour style particular to a
given individual. The feeling of depression is normally known as sadness or melancholy, likely to occur in a rainy cold
weather or after quarrelling with a friend. A situation which is expected to be delightful, most often puts an end to such
feeling. People get this feeling most often after Christmas holiday, moving to a new house or birth of a newborn (Sarason
and Sarason, 2011).
5.1. Prevalence of depression
Depression is one of the most common, detrimental and high-cost types of mental trauma (Luppa et al., 2007). Some
2025% of women and 1017% of men undergo depression within the course of their lifetime (Levinson, 2006).
As a matter of fact, depression affects one in every five individual while women are two to Three times more likely to
succumb to depression in comparison to men (Sloan & Kornstein, 2003; Calvete, 2010). This type of disorder is very
likely to affect the patient all over again. In addition, there is a high risk that one period of depression would be followed
by other fits. Some 15% of individuals suffering from severe depression try to commit suicide (Kessler, 2002). According
to the World Health Organization, depression will be the second leading type of illness to debilitate the world to the effect
that some 121 million individuals would fall into it (WHO, 2010, as quoted by Berry and York, 2011).
As a matter of fact, depression affects one in every five individual while women are two to Three times more likely to
succumb to depression in comparison to men (Sloan & Kornstein, 2003; Calvete, 2010). This type of disorder is very
likely to affect the patient all over again. In addition, there is a high risk that one period of depression would be followed
by other fits. Some 15% of individuals suffering from severe depression try to commit suicide (Kessler, 2002). According
to the World Health Organization, depression will be the second leading type of illness to debilitate the world to the effect
that some 121 million individuals would fall into it (WHO, 2010, as quoted by Berry and York, 2011).
5.2.Depression signs and symptoms
Depression signs come in four different groups. In addition to the physical symptoms, physical, motivational and cognitive
symptoms ought to be mentioned as well. An individual must not necessarily indicate all of these symptoms to be
diagnosed with depression. Nevertheless, the more symptoms an individual presents and the more acute the symptoms
reported in a constellation, the more accurate the diagnosis (Seligman and Rosenhan, 2012)
5.2.1 Mood Symptoms
Grief is the most frequent and apparent emotional symptom in depression. Such depressive feeling is most often
associated with anxiety. Most depressed individuals suffer from anxiety as well. However, depression is not a prerequisite
of depression (Barlow, 2009). Absence of the feelings of satisfaction and happiness are almost as prevalent as the
feeling of sadness (sorrow/melancholy) in depression.
Those activities which used to bring about the feeling of satisfaction and content become Monotonous and boring. At the
initial stages, the individual experiences lack of interest in merely a couple of activities.
5.2.2 Cognitive symptoms
The depressed individual has a negative attitude about him/herself. These negative beliefs and attitudes undermine the
individual’s feelings about him/herself and his/her future. A depressed individual has a low self esteem not to mention that
s/he berates him/herself for his/her problems and feels guilty.
The individual feels responsible for his/her failure. Even Though the failure may not be definite, such individuals believe
that it is apparent and s/he is the main reason for such failure (Seligman and Rosenhan, 2012). In addition to the negative
feelings and the feeling of guilt, the depressed individual almost always thinks about a hopeless future mingled with
pessimism. Such thoughts will result in ruining the interpersonal relations (Johnson & Jacob, 2009).
5.2.3 Motivational symptoms
Depressed individuals have serious problems in waking up every morning, going to work, starting a project and keeping
themselves busy. Ambivalence and uncertainty in decision making are among the most common symptoms of
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depression. Decision making can be a paralyzing fear for the depressed individual. In cases of severe depression, the
patient is unable to make decisions. Such state is known as “Paralysis of Will”.
5.2.4 Somatic symptoms
In cases of major depression, all the biological and mental pleasures which add value to life fade away. Loss of appetite
is very common between depressed individuals. In cases of severe or moderate depression, the individual loses weight
while in cases of mild depression gaining weight is likely to occur as well. Sleep disorder is very common as well.
Depressed individuals are likely to experience many difficulties in falling asleep. Sleep disorder and weight loss lead to
weakness and fatigue. The depressed individual may also lose his/her sexual desire. A great percentage of people who
are diagnosed with depression also present somatic symptoms (Seligman & Rosenhan, 2012). Depressed individuals are
more vulnerable to Physical illnesses since severe depression can debilitate the individual physically. Depression is most
often one of the primary symptoms of infectious diseases, cancer and heart disease (Carney, Freedland & Jaffe, 1990).
5.3 Depression cycles’ diagnostic criteria based on DSM-IV-TR
A-In the event that five or more of the following symptoms exist in a cycle of fortnight and indicate change compared to
the previous level of performance; at least one of the symptoms is revealed as a 1) depressed mood or 2) loss of interest
and feeling pleasure.
It is noteworthy that those symptoms which are indicative of a general medical disorder or the delusions and illusions
inconsistent with mood must not be taken into account in this case.
Depressed mood most of the day according to the mental records or others’ observations. It is noteworthy that in case of
children and adolescents, it could be revealed as irritability.
Significant decrease in feeling joy and interest in all or almost all of the activities related to the major part of the day.
Significant decrease in weight without exerting control or being on diet; Increased weight or increase/decrease in appetite
(Note that in case of children, one should beware of Increase below the expected.
Insomnia or hypersomnia on an almost daily basis
Mental stimulation or mental slowness on an almost daily basis
Fatigue or exhaustion on an almost daily basis
Baseless feeling of worthlessness and guilt
Reduced concentration and thinking abilities on an almost daily basis
Repetitive thoughts of death
B- The symptoms do not include criteria related to a mixed cycle
C- Symptoms related to significant clinical sadness disturbed social activity, professional Performance or other
aspects
D- The symptoms do not stem from the physiological impact of a given substance or a general medical disorder
E-) Bereavement does not further explain the symptoms; i.e., after loss of a beloved one, the symptoms continue
for more than two months and result in obvious performance impairment and obsession with feeling of worthlessness or
slow mental and physical activity (Sadock and Sadock, 2005).
6 .Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
The history of posttraumatic stress disorder, reveals the long history and diversity of this
Disorder. Until 1980, this disorder was not officially considered to be a disorder under the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders published by American Psychiatric (April & Beck, 2000). However, during the American civil
war, cardiac symptoms related to autonomic nervous system similar to what is called PTSD today, was seen among
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soldiers fighting in the war and it was called the soldier’s heart. Da Costa published an article in 1871, entitled “On
irritable heart; a clinical study of a form of functional cardiac disorder and its consequences” describing this state of the
soldiers. The main reason for this appellation (traumatic neurosis) was the influence of psychotherapists in 19001909
especially in the United States. Frederick Mort, the English pathologist, called the disorder traumatic psychological
reactions. In his opinion, such reactions related to brain lesions were caused as a result of explosion. In the Second
World War, traumatic reaction to war led to development of different names and classifications such as operational
fatigue and traumatic neurosis. Finally, the psychiatric side effects on soldiers after the Vietnam War lead to creation of
the concept of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). The disorder has still the same name today (Sadock and Sadock,
2007).
Symptoms of the wounded in action and the Iran-Iraq war: during the Iran-Iraq war, the ideological beliefs about war and
the dominant sociocultural context impeded the veterans from expressing their feelings and concerns, especially those
related to neurotic and psychological problems. Iran Mohajer was the first to publish an article in 1986 as the war was
ongoing to discuss and emphasize neuroticism among Iranian combatants. After the war, several studies were carried out
about the combatants, prisoners and victims of war. The expert attention was drawn to various symptoms about which
chronic victims of war complained throughout years. However, these vague complaints were not resolved easily.
Observations indicated that posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms like reexperiencing and avoidance was lower than
expected in many of these wounded in action. Many of the wounded showed specific signs and symptoms due to injuries
caused by blast waves and chemical weapons. An investigation into symptoms of those wounded in IranIraq war gave
rise to the soldier’s heart syndrome. The symptoms related to this syndrome are emotional, e.g. outrage, reduced
tolerance of acoustic stimuli, despair and depression, behavioural and social symptoms such as family conflict, work
related problems, drug overdose, and physical symptoms such as sleep disorder, headaches, decreased libido or
impotence, respectively (Mohajer, 1986; Momtazi, 2001).
7. Research Objectives
7.1 General objectives
The general objective of the present research is to study the impact of war on depression and PTSD development in
Iranian male war veterans through comparison of the war veterans with Normal individuals. It is expected that the results
of this study (e.g. depression and PTSD rates) could contribute to alleviation of depression and PTSD symptoms and also
to solution of the related difficulties as far as the affected war veterans are concerned.
7.2Specific Objectives
Comparison of depression in the war veterans suffering from PTSD and normal people Comparison of PTSD symptoms
in war veterans and normal people.
8. Methodology
This research is descriptive with an ex-post facto design where PTSD and depression are Compared in Iran-Iraq war
veterans and normal people. The research data is collected using field method and questionnaires. Furthermore, the data
collection and theoretical framework design processes are carried out based on secondary research where reference is
made to previously conducted available literature.
8.1. Statistical population, Sample, Sampling Method
The statistical population of the proposed research is made up of those war veterans diagnosed with PTSD who reside in
Tehran. The sampling method used is purposive sampling. The qualification required to be included in the research
sample is having PTSD and being male. Given the number of variables in the study (Depression and PTSD) and taking
the table designed by Krejcie and Morgan (1970) into consideration, the sample size required for this study will be 100.
8.2 Research Tools
8.2.1 Beck's Depressive Inventory II (BDIII) questionnaire
This questionnaire is one of the research tools meant to be used in this research. This questionnaire includes 21 items
which measure physical, behavioural and cognitive symptoms of depression. Each item lists four statements on a four75
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point scale (from 0 to 3) based on increasing intensity. A value of 03 is given to each answer to the test. Afterwards, the
total score is compared to a key to determine the severity of depression. The cutoff scores used to measure depression
severity range between 063 and determine different levels of depression from mild to severe. The 21 items of this
questionnaire include: Sadness, Pessimism, Past failure, Loss of pleasure, Guilty feelings, Punishment feelings, Selfdislike, Self-criticalness, Suicidal thoughts or wishes, Crying, Agitation, Loss of interest, Indecisiveness, Worthlessness,
Loss of energy, Changes in sleeping pattern, Irritability, Changes in appetite, Concentration difficulty, Tiredness or
fatigue, Loss of interest in sex. The general results of the depression test can be interpreted based on the BDIII cutoffs.
None of the cutoffs explains absence of depression. This questionnaire is designed for individuals aged 13 and over.
8.2.2. PTSD checklist:
The PTSD checklist (Weathers, Litz, Herman, Huska, Kean et al., 1993) was developed for the National Center for PTSD
in the United States. The checklist includes 17 items 5 of which are pertinent to the signs and symptoms of reexperiencing the traumatic event, 7 items are related to signs and symptoms of avoidance and emotional numbing, and 5
other items of the checklist are related to the signs and symptoms of increased arousal. The checklist is scored as
follows:
Summation of all the scores gained from answering to each of the 17 questions based on a five point Likert scale (with 1
= not at all, 2 = a little bit, 3 = moderately, 4 = quite a bit, 5 = extremely). The total score can range between 1785. The
cutoff for military forces is determined to be 50 and only reliable in their case.
8.3 Research Hypotheses
1-War impacts outbreak of depression and PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans.
2-War impacts outbreak of depression in Iran-Iraq war veterans.
3-War impacts outbreak of PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans.
8.4 Research Procedure
The related permit was obtained from the Foundation of Martyrs and Veterans’ Affairs of the city of Tehran to select the
statistical sample by going to the families of martyrs and veterans in person. The related questionnaires were handed in
to the testees in person. The details about the research objectives and nondisclosure of information were explained to the
testees prior to distribution of the questionnaire. The testees were afterwards asked to answer all the questions carefully.
8.5 Data Analysis Method
The data in question includes the scores obtained by each participant on the general depression and PTSD scales. To
analyze the data and report the results, descriptive statistics indices (mean, standard deviation, minimum score,
maximum score, range, skewness, kurtosis) and inferential statistics (t-Test for independent groups and multivariate
analysis of variance) will be used. In addition, variance analysis will be used for simultaneous comparison of the research
variables.
8.6 Information Analysis Method
The information analysis in the current study is done using the t-Test for independent groups. In addition, variance
analysis will be used for simultaneous comparison of the research variables.
9. Research questions and Interpretation of result
The present study was mainly conducted to answer the following question:
Does war impact outbreak of depression and PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans?
Given that the main research question is an investigation into the impacts of war and how it has possibly resulted in
outbreak of depression and PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans and also considering the fact that many studies confirm there
is a correlation between the mentioned variables, this section includes information related to assessment of the
intercorrelation of variables (depression and PTSD) based on the studies sample.
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The related results have been included in Table 1.
Table1.
Correlation Matrix of Variables Related to Level of Education
(Depression and PTSD)
Variables
Depression

Depression
1

PTSD

PTSD

0.89**

1

**sig<0.01 *sig<0.05 n=765
As detailed in Table 1, depression and PTSD have meaningful intercorrelation. Given the intercorrelation of these two
dependent variables (depression and PTSD) and with respect to the fact that the main research question was meant to
make a comparison between the Iran-Iraq war veterans and ordinary individuals aged 25-50 residing in Tehran,
multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used for statistical analysis of the variables.
Table 2
MANOVA Results on Depression and PTSD in War Veterans and Ordinary Individuals
Change
sources

Wilk’s
Lambda

F

Degree of
freedom

Group

0.89

47.22

2

Degrees of
freedom
error
762

Significance
0.0001

Effect
size
(%)
0.11

Table .2 indicates the results of multivariate analysis of variance test results of depression and PTSD in two groups: war
veterans and ordinary individuals within the age range of 2550. As detailed in Table 2 the results are indicative of a
significant multivariate effect for “Group”. This multivariate effect confirms that war affects outbreak of depression and
PTSD and there is significant difference between the war veterans and ordinary individuals within the age range of 25-50
(Wilk’s Lambda result = 0.89 and FC = 47.22 and P < 0.000).
Independent tTest were conducted for each group, i.e. war veterans and ordinary individuals considering dependent
variables in order to test the subhypotheses of the study as follows:
Does war impact outbreak of depression in Iran-Iraq war veterans?
To study the impact of war on outbreak of depression, a comparison was made between the means resultant from
depression in IranIraq war veterans vs. ordinary individuals with both groups being within the age range of 25-50 and
residing in Tehran. The comparison was made using t-Test for independent groups as detailed in T able 3
Table 3
T-Test Results Comparing Depression in War Veterans vs. Ordinary Individuals within the Age Range of
25-50
Variable

Iran-Iraq war veterans

Homogeneity of
variances

Mean
25.39

Standard
deviation
10.53

Ordinary people aged
25-50
Mean
Standard
deviation
19.04
10.13

Heteroscedasticity

df

t

sig

763
760.99

8.50
8.50

0.0001
0.0001

At first Levene’s test for equality of variances was conducted. The test results indicated that variances of the two groups
differed with one another on a general scale since the significance was more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis
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(H0), which states that the variances are equal, was confirmed. Accordingly, t-statistic was used for homogeneous
variances and the calculated t was 8.50 and significant in this sense (sig<0.01). Therefore, the depression mean is higher
in Iran-Iraq war veterans in comparison to ordinary individuals (with both groups within the age range of 2550 and
residing in Tehran). Thus, war impacts the development and outbreak of depression.
At first Levene’s test for equality of variances was conducted. The test results indicated that variances of the two groups
differed with one another on a general scale since the significance was more than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis
(H0), which states that the variances are equal, was confirmed. Accordingly, t-statistic was used for homogeneous
variances and the calculated t was 8.50 and significant in this sense (sig<0.01). Therefore, the depression mean is higher
in Iran-Iraq war veterans in comparison to ordinary individuals (with both groups within the age range of 2550 and
residing in Tehran). Thus, war impacts the development and outbreak of depression.
The next sub-hypothesis was as follows:
2. Does war impact outbreak of PTSD in Iran-Iraq war veterans?
To study the impact of war on outbreak of PTSD, a comparison was made between the means resultant from PTSD in
IranIraq war veterans vs. ordinary individuals with both groups being within the age range of 2550 and residing in Tehran.
The comparison was made using tTest
For independent groups as detailed in T able .4.
Table 4
T-Test
Results Comparing PTSD in War Veterans vs. Ordinary Individuals Within the Age Range of 25-50
Variable
Homogeneity of
variances

Iran-Iraq
war
veterans
Mean

Heteroscedasticity

47.73

Standard
deviation
15.43

Ordinary people aged
25-50

df

t

sig

Mean

763

9.71

0.0001

718.53

9.72

0.0001

37.98

Standard
deviation
12.13

At first Levene’s test for equality of variances was conducted. The test results indicated that variances of the two groups
differed with one another on a general scale since the significance was less than 0.05. Therefore, the null hypothesis (H 0
), which states that the variances are equal, was not confirmed. Accordingly, t-statistic was used for heterogeneous
variances; The calculated t was 9.71 and significant in this sense (sig<0.01). Therefore, the PTSD mean is higher in IranIraq war veterans in comparison to ordinary individuals (with both groups within the age range of 2550 and residing in
Tehran). Thus, war impacts the development and outbreak of depression.
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